Azad Jammu and Kashmir Parliament (PML-N majority) followed Pakistan to declare Ahmadis as non-Muslims, in February 2018. (p 64)

Attack, gross desecration and severe damage to an Ahmadiyya mosque in Sialkot, Punjab in May 2018. Officials engaged a mob to destroy a venerated site. Two Ahmadis booked by the police. Riot leaders thanked the district administration for substantial support. (p 24)

Justice Shaukat Aziz Siddiqui of Islamabad High Court (IHC) delivered a very unjust verdict against Ahmadis, on the basis of End of Prophethood in March 2018. It had serious impact on Ahmadis’ citizen rights and freedom of faith. (p 14)

Hate material included in KPK text book containing derogatory remarks against the holy founder of the Ahmadiyya community. (p 51)

Provincial minister Mr. Zaeem Qadri threatened murder – personally, to any Ahmadi who peddles Ahmadiyya translation of the Quran. He brazenly refused constitutional rights to Ahmadis in January 2018. (p 67)

Sixty-two Ahmadis were booked by the police while fifteen suffered arrest. (p 155)

Ahmadis faced great hardships in sacrificial rites on Eid ul Azha; police booked two Ahmadis for this ‘crime’. (p 47)

Two Ahmadis were charged with the fatal blasphemy clause, on fake grounds. (p 34)

Two Ahmadiyya mosques were demolished, four were sealed by authorities and two were set on fire or damaged. Five other centres of worship were ordered to be closed. (p 41)

Brilliant Ahmadi, Professor Atif Mian was asked unjustly and indefensibly by the government to resign from Economic Advisory Council. His faith was the issue. (p 69)

Two affidavits to states one’s faith, one for Muslims and one for non-Muslims, were enforced by NADRA. Ahmadis are made to express ‘non-Muslim’ status imposed on them. These affidavits are the outcome of verdict given by Justice Siddiqui of Islamabad High Court on March 9, 2018. (p 67)

An intelligence agency recommended further restrictions on Ahmadis’ Freedom of Religion and Human Rights in May 2018. (p 92)

PTI government held sectarian moot in Islamabad in the name of Seerat conference with theme “Khatme Nabuwwat and Muslims’ Responsibilities …” (p 104)

Special mention of anti-Ahmadi laws in Electronic Crimes Bill (Amendment) moved by PTI, presented in the Senate on September 20, 2018. (p 74)

‘Exploit religion’ was the trend in election campaign 2018 of most of the political parties. Khatme Nabuwwat was made the issue. (p 72)

Two Ahmadis murdered for their faith and nine Ahmadis survived deadly attacks on them. (p 31)

An infographic of persecution for 1984 – 2018 is provided at Annex X. (p 165)

Pakistan added to US list of violators of religious freedom (The daily Dawn of 12.12.2018)
Spotlights – 2017

- The mulla imposed total surrender on spineless government over Ahmadiyya right of vote. Voting right facilitated in new law was withdrawn. (p.14)
- Three Ahmadis of Bhoiwal, District Sheikhupura were sentenced to death for alleged blasphemy. (p.35)
- Mr. Idrees Ahmad and Mr. Sabah-ul-Zafar were most wrongfully awarded three years’ prison sentence by an Anti-terrorism court in Faisalabad. (p.36)
- Ahmadiyya disallowed in the Punjab to publish their main scriptures. (p.55)
- Seventy-seven Ahmadis were wrongfully booked by police in religion-based cases.
- Federal ministry of religious affairs announced celebrating 2018 as “Year of Awareness of End of Prophethood”.
- PM Azad Kashmir indulged in anti-Ahmadiyya rhetoric to please mullas. “Immediate action will be taken against Qadianis’ activities in Kotli”: address in Ulama meeting. (p.57)
- All Parties Namus Risalat (honour of the Prophet) Conference targeting Ahmadiyya held in Dreamland Hotel, Islamabad (p.28)
- Azad Kashmir (AJK) Assembly passed anti-Ahmadiyya malicious resolution. (p.57)
- A press report implicated Aalami Majlis Tahaffuze Khatm-i-Nabuwwat in murder of Ahmadis. (p.56)
- On private TV, in a slander and vilification statement, Ahmadiyya were accused of shooting in police uniform on Model Town protesters and killing many of them. (p.105)
- Ahmadiyya mosque in Dulmial – remained locked, worship denied, throughout the year. (p.76)
- Four Ahmadis murdered for their faith, two of them in Lahore (p.32)
- Mr. Abdul Shakoor, octogenarian book-seller remained behind bars since December 2, 2015. (p.43)
- Religious freedom under attack in Pakistan: Secretary Tillerson (p.111)
Spotlights – 2016

- Unlawful, unwarranted, hideous police raid on Ahmadiyya central offices in Rabwah on December 5 (p. 6)
- Baseless vicious ban on all the writings of the founder of the Ahmadiyya community (which are about 90 in number) and other Ahmadiyya publications and periodicals by the Punjab government (Annex IV)
- Slipshod official response to extremists’ threat precipitated attack on Ahmadiyya mosque in Dulmial – mosque sealed, worship denied. (p. 11)
- Sectarian item ‘end of prophethood’ added to school syllabus in KPK by PTI government (p. 49)
- PEMRA wimps out of its notices to TV channels on Ahmadiyya issue (p. 18)
- Judge ordered blasphemy clauses to be added to the fabricated police case against Ahmadi pressman (p. 40)
- Punjab MPAs assured by ruling party: Ahmadi teachers will not teach Arabic in schools (p. 110)
- Six Ahmadiis murdered during the year for their faith (p. 29)
- Ahmadiis again denied to bid in official auction of residential and commercial plots in Rabwah (p. 46)
- Ahmadi children expelled from school only for their faith (p. 83)
- Former PPP PM indulged in blatant hate speech against Ahmadiis (p. 60)
- Report reconfirms that the Blasphemy law was originally meant only to harm Ahmadiis (p. 108)
- Seven US Congressmen wrote to Secretary Kerry to intervene on behalf of octogenarian Abdul Shakoor, Rabwah bookseller behind bars (p. 102)
- USCIRF called for release of Mr. Abdul Shakoor (p. 101)
- Pakistan, no home for Ahmadiis – an op-ed in the Daily Times(p. 91)

************
Spotlights – 2015

- **Jhelum incident:** Mob destroyed an Ahmadi-owned factory and occupied an Ahmadiyya mosque. Loot and arson took place in police presence. All Ahmadis had to flee from their homes to save their lives.

- **Government of the Punjab banned** more than 90 books and publications of the Ahmadiyya community on the recommendations of the Mutahiddah Ulama Board. These included the entire works of the founder of the community.

- **The only book depot in Rabwah was raided** by authorities; its septuagenarian proprietor was arrested by anti-terrorism squad, charged and sentenced to 8 years’ imprisonment after a speedy trial.

- **One Ahmadiyya mosque was demolished**, two were sealed, one disfigured and another one forcibly occupied temporarily and its furnishings set ablaze.

- **Two Ahmadis were murdered** for their faith.

- **An Ahmadi pressman was arrested** by the police in Lahore on March 30, 2015. He was refused bail even by the Supreme Court. He remains in prison.

- **Three Ahmadis of District Sheikhupura** were not granted bail; they remained in prison throughout this year. They were arrested on July 18, 2014 under PPC 295-A on a spurious charge. Their colleague was murdered while in police custody in a police lockup.

- **Anti-Ahmadiyya elements were allowed to hold conferences and rallies in Rabwah** throughout the year. They incited the participants against the residents of the town. This happened despite the National Action Plan against extremism and terrorism.

- **The (PTI) speaker of KPK Assembly** declared to the crowd in an anti-Ahmadiyya conference that the KPK government will soon make End of Prophethood part of school syllabus.

- **Majlis Tahaffuz Khatme Nabuwwat Peshawar issued a pamphlet** which states: “It is Jihad to shoot such people (Ahmadis) in the open.”

- **Anti-Ahmadiyya activities remained in high gear in Lahore** this year as well. Mullahs openly spread hate against Ahmadis.

- **Punjab Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution** condemning former High Commissioner to UK WajidShamsulHasan’s statement criticizing anti-Ahmadi amendment to the constitution.

- **A candidate in local government election** distributed pamphlets with a note: “Qadianis need not bother to vote for me”.

- **A mulla on state payroll**, Zahid M Qasmi, stated: ‘Qadianis are a colossal mischief (fitna); the World of Islam will have to unite to crush its head.’

- **A researcher on the ‘Ahmadi issue’ recommended** research and open discussions; “only then we might be able to avoid the impending human disaster which is in the making,” he warned in an interview.
Spotlights – 2014

- **Riot in Gujranwala:** Three Ahmadi females including 7-month old suckling killed in arson attack. Eight homes and four shops looted and gutted by mob in police presence. All 125 Ahmadi residents had to flee for safety from Gujranwala. Authorities did not facilitate their return to homes. (Chapter 3A)

- **11 Ahmadis were target-killed** for their faith including Dr. Mehdi Ali Qamar, a Canadian-American cardiologist (Chapter 3B).

- **Two Ahmadiyya mosques were demolished**, two others were disfigured or damaged and one set on fire. (Chapter 6)

- **A Sessions Court dismissed two Ahmadis’ appeal against unjust sentence of two years’ imprisonment under Ahmadi-specific law.** (p. 33)

- **Persecution of the persecuted in Sri Lanka.** Two hundred and eighty-eight Ahmadis who had applied for asylum were forced to return to Pakistan despite UN protest. (p. 123)

- **Local councils’ elections in Rabwah.** No steps were taken to facilitate Ahmadis’ participation.

- **Ahmadi denied recruitment in Pak Army**, for his faith. (p. 57)

- **The Punjab Police in Lahore co-operated with mullas** this year as well to restrict Ahmadis their right to sacrifice cattle on Eid ul Adha. (p. 48)

- **Disinformation and fraudulent propaganda against Ahmadiyyat reached a new height:** “Qadiani Jamaat and its auxiliaries are busy in genocide of Muslim Ummah and murdering hundreds of thousands of Muslims in the interest of the West,” said a mulla. (p. 68)

- **Pakistani TV channel Aaj decided to delete a briefdocumentary on Amendment No. II**, which declared Ahmadis Not-Muslims, from BBC’s Urdu program Serbeen that it had contracted to broadcast. (p. 103)

- **Khatme Nabuwwat Council issued a pamphlet cursing Mr. Abdus Sattar Edhi**, a prominent philanthropist, and wishing him a burial *sans* shroud, for his good wishes for ‘Qadianis’. (p. 73)

- **Supreme Court ordered the government** on 19 June 2014 to ensure the safety of religious minorities. After the lynching of the Christian couple in KotRadhaKishan it told the government to explain why this had not been done.

- **Peshawar: Taliban massacre 134 school children** in Army Public School. (p. 110)

- **GEO TV telecast Aamir Liaquat Hussain’s program on December 22,** in which mulla ArifOwaisi called Ahmadis joint enemy of all Muslims and Pakistan. The mulla stated that Ahmadis, Jews and the U.S. were behind the Peshawar atrocity. An Ahmadi was killed in District Gujranwala within a week of the telecast. (p. 75)
Spotlights - 2013
This year will be remembered for, *inter alia*:

- **The disclosure of Lt Gen Pasha, former Director General ISI** that the police protected the terrorists who massacred worshippers in two Ahmadiyya mosques in Lahore in 2010, and “venal political influence intervened everywhere. (p. 7)
- **A High Court Judge** approved the bails of Ahmadi suspects in a case based on religion. His announcement was greeted with angry shouts and protests from the mullas and their advocates. The judge, within 2 minutes, withdrew his order. (p. 88)
- **The acting Chief Minister Najam Sethi took notice** of the attack and severe persecution of a president of a local Ahmadi community in District Kasur who was injured and evicted from his village. The CM failed to rehabilitate him. (p. 25)
- **Three Ahmadis of one family were target-killed** in Karachi between August 21, 2013 and November 1, 2013. (p. 20)
- **A school teacher in District Khushab** put the photograph of the founder of Ahmadiyya Jamaat on the floor and told the students to trample upon it. (p. 68)
- **The news**: Suicide bombers attacked All Saints Church in Peshawar and killed 85 worshippers on September 22, 2013.
- **National Elections 2013**: These were held on the basis of joint electorate, but only Ahmadis were placed on a separate roll as non-Muslims. Ahmadis had no option but to boycott the polls. (p. 16)
- **Ahmadis not allowed to offer Eid prayers**: The Rawalpindi administration did not allow Ahmadis offer their Eid prayers in their own centre in the Satellite Town. Most Ahmadis could not offer their prayers at this festival of EidulFitr. (p. 60)
- **The Punjab Police in Lahore co-opted with extremest mullas** to restrict Ahmadis their right to sacrifice cattle on Eid-ul-Adha. (p. 47)
- **Thirty-three U.S. Congressmen wrote a letter** to their Secretary of State pointing to the disenfranchisement of Ahmadis in Pakistan. (Annex VIII)
- **Homeopath Dr. Masood Ahmad, a septuagenarian** was accused of quoting from the Quran when asked about Ahmadiyyat. A judge refused him release on bail, and suggested that the accused could also be charged under laws PPC 295-C and PPC 295-A; the former carries death penalty while the latter permits trial in an Anti-terrorism court. (p.34)
- **The burial of a one-and-half-year-old Ahmadi girl was prevented** in a common graveyard by a band of mullas. (p. 64)
- **A mulla said in open rally**: Ahmadis are *Wajib ul Qatl*. I shall bear all the expenses of any Muslim who kills them, and will ensure his release within a month. (p. 81)
- **Twitter call of Bilawal Bhutto**: I want 2 see a Christian PM of PK in my lifetime.
Op-ed: The state has lost its sense of responsibility, control, direction leaving the field open to all sorts of rogues, ruffians and assassins from all over the world in the name of jihad. Mehboob Qadir